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Expanding Eugenics or Improving Health Care in China:
Commentary on the Provisions of the Standing Committee of the

Gansu People's Congress Concerning the Prohibition of
Reproduction by Intellectually Impaired Persons
LINDA JOHNSON*

INTRODUCTION

From the earliest marriage regulations in the Chinese Soviets, there has been

an official assumption that China should be populated by its fittest stock.
Various measures have appeared over the years in pursuit of this aim, the
most recent of which, a national law restricting reproduction,' has attracted
considerable controversy as a result of its eugenic intent. In this nationalistic

aim, however, China does not stand alone as similar eugenic positions have

been held not only in Nazi Germany but also in the United States of
America, the United Kingdom and other jurisdictions generally considered
to be 'enlightened'. In China the eugenic thread can be traced back at the
national level, through the Marriage Law and its various regulations, but it
is also manifest at the more localized provincial level. One recent recondite
example is the 'Provisions of the Standing Committee of the Gansu People's
Congress concerning the Prohibition of Reproduction by Intellectually
Impaired Persons' (translated and annexed to this commentary) with the
expressed objectives to 'improve the quality of the population' and 'reduce
the burden on the society and on the families of intellectually impaired
persons.' As such, the provisions in themselves could attract the label 'eugenic'
but this appellation becomes more forceful in the context of broader national

concerns, such as those about population growth which have spawned, since
the early 1970s, programmes of sterilization and abortion throughout China
aimed at containing the quantity, whilst perfecting the quality of the Chinese

population. International involvement with population control has not
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necessarily discouraged eugenic policies as organizations such as the United
Nations and the World Bank have sponsored family planning services in
countries like East Timor and Brazil where sterilization programmes have
been implemented against particular segments of those societies.
This commentary aims to examine the Gansu Provisions relating to
sterilization in a number of related contexts:2 the international context of

eugenics, the Chinese context of eugenic policies, and the local significance
of these particular provisions for the stated eugenic aims of the Gansu
People's Congress. It is fairly common in China for policies to be given a
trial run in the form of provincial legislation or even national regulations
before national laws are proposed and it seems that the policy on eugenics
in China is no exception to this. In 1986, the Ministry of Public Health
issued regulations on medical examinations preceding marriage which included

eugenic measures3 and in 1988, Gansu Province passed its provisions
addressing the intellectually impaired. How effectively either of these sets of

rules have been enforced is impossible to assess on available data but the
limited resources of the Ministry of Public Health and provincial governments,

together with the inevitable reluctance of some officials and doctors to
comply with such measures, would tend to suggest that they have, at best,
attracted erratic and partial enforcement. Yet, as precursors of national
legislation, they are particularly interesting as they demonstrate a commitment

to eugenic policy and give some reality to the assertion that the national
legislation does not represent the genesis of a new policy in China but is,
rather, an official formalization of an existing and possibly entrenched approach

towards those designated as 'unfit'.

EUGENICS IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The word 'eugenics' was coined in 1883 by the founder of the British Eugenics

Society, Francis Galton, who wanted to improve society through increased
reproduction by the 'better stock' and limiting the reproductive capacity of

its less desirable members - the mentally ill, the feeble-minded, habitual
paupers, and criminals.4 It was the negative aspect, preventing the unfit from

reproducing, which took hold. In Britain, fear of degeneration within the
population fired the eugenics movement. A government inquiry5 into mental

deficiency and sterilization, appointed in 1932, did recommend sterilization
of the feeble-minded. The proposal met with popular support but was not
implemented, probably because of the Second World War and the fears of
Nazism it precipitated.6
The assumptions underlying eugenic measures worldwide are that the
worth of a society is simply a reflection of the sum of the traits possessed
by the individual citizens of which it is composed, and that mental 'defects,'
physical 'disabilities' and intellectual 'impairment' are hereditary. Advances
in medical science have had their effect on eugenics policies, so that in the
200
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twentieth century the aim of eugenics was not only to control reproduction

by those judged to be inferior, but also to discover carriers of inherited
'defects' so that their reproductive activity could also be controlled or
restricted.7 In more recent years the determinism which was taken as an
essential part of genetic theory has also been questioned and the interplay
between different genes and between genes and the environment have
become significant areas of study.8

In the early twentieth century, however, the United States of America
experienced a eugenics movement which took on board Galton's ideas9 and
compulsory sterilization laws were enacted throughout the country to
control those considered to be the diseased and the degenerate.'0 By 1937,
thirty states had enacted eugenic laws" and there were restrictions placed
on immigration for the purpose of ensuring that the majority of the United

States population remained of British or North European descent. Many of
the coercive sterilization laws were not enforced but by 1935 20,000 people
in the United States had been forcibly sterilized and many states retained
the laws until well into the 1980s.'2

Similarly, in Nazi Germany the eugenics movement began as a scientific
programme devised by intelligent and educated specialists to promote racial
hygiene. As with the British and American eugenicists, the concern of German
scientists was initially the elimination of what were believed to be hereditary
genetic diseases, including feeble-mindedness, manic depression, schizophrenia,

epilepsy, and physical malformation - only later were extermination
programmes directed towards ethnic groups. By the beginning of the Second

World War, 300,000 to 400,000 people had been sterilized in Germany and
extensive euthanasia programmes had been carried out against children
institutionalized for mental and physical disabilities and against inmates of
psychiatric hospitals.'3 The major difference between eugenic programmes
in Nazi Germany and their counterparts in Britain and the United States
of America was that the political situation in Germany allowed a policy of
sterilization14 to become, as a practical reality, a policy of extermination.
The theoretical assumptions were the same and the perceived social interest
in producing 'better offspring' was considered sufficient justification.'5
Whilst eugenic theory has been discredited because of its lack of scientific

credibility as well as its violation of personal autonomy and 'rights' of
reproduction, the assumptions on which it was based continue to inform
lawful practices inside and outside China. Certainly, the idea of imposing
sterilization on individuals for the benefit of society generally, without regard

for the interests of the individual concerned, has been dismissed as
unconstitutional within the United States of America and beyond the
jurisdiction of the courts in the United Kingdom and Canada. Yet the image
persists of physical and mental 'disability' as a state of being which must be
controlled, diminished, even eradicated from the population in the increasingly

widespread use of genetic screening in North America, Canada, Australasia,
and Europe.
201
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The development of prenatal testing to detect genetic conditions gives
parents the opportunity (if they can afford it) to discover the genetic status
of their foetus and to choose to abort or not, if the law allows.16 That choice,
however, cannot be seen as necessarily real.17 If society, or government, does

not acknowledge and give effect to the equal status of the 'disabled' by
ensuring access to employment, housing, buildings, transport, and by
providing for their special needs, then the 'choice'to have an ab.ortion or to

take responsibility not to abort is not a free decision. In other words, the
value ascribed to a particular kind of existence will weigh heavily on the
exercise of 'choice.' In a society which places considerable emphasis on
health, perfection, beauty, and physical and mental abilities there is really
no need for an enforced eugenics policy: giving pregnant women an apparent

'choice' is enough. Similarly, in China's new Law on Maternal and Infant
Health Care there is emphasis upon the perceived need to monitor and check
the health of the developing foetus, but the aim is primarily to detect foetal

abnormality.l8 Once such an abnormality is detected, abortion is advised
and any couple who have a 'seriously defective' child must undergo medical
examinations before conceiving again.'9 There is a requirement of consent
before an abortion or 'ligation' can be performed20 but there is an implicit
message in this law that abnormality is undesirable and a reason in itself
for termination of life, the aim of the law being to produce better quality
births.21

This argument can be taken one step further by looking at this apparent

'choice' in the context of recent revisions to the law on abortion in the United

Kingdom where there is a clear message of the presumed inferiority of life

for a person who is categorized as 'seriously handicapped.' The 1990 Human
Fertilisation and Embryology Act introduced three grounds which, for the
first time, allow abortion to take place at any stage of the pregnancy
whatsoever. The only one which relates to the foetus, rather than to the
physical or mental health of the mother, is section l(l)(d) 'that there is a
substantial risk that if the child were born it would suffer from such physical

or mental abnormalities as to be seriously handicapped'. In other words,
where the wording of this section is fulfilled, the United Kingdom parliament
no longer found the arguments to restrict abortion to the twenty-four-week

stage of foetal development persuasive.
Perhaps most significantly, the fact that the foetus has developed to a
stage where it is capable of life independent from its mother will in most
cases protect a foetus from abortion, except where there is a substantial risk

that the child will be born seriously handicapped. The law on abortion
evolved within the constraints provided by the law of murder and the
statutory offence of child destruction created by the Infant Life Preservation
Act 1929. The former requires there to be a life in being, that is, outside the
womb, as a precondition to murder and the latter prohibited the destruction

of a child inside the womb who was capable of being born alive, defined by
case law as a child who could breathe without its mother, not necessarily
202
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unassisted by technology.22 The amended Abortion Act is no longer subject
to the Infant Life Preservation Act 1929 but has retained the parameters for
protecting human life where the foetus is 'normal' by imposing a time limit
of twenty-four weeks for the most usual form of abortion. Attempts to
provide a more precise and restricted definition of'abnormality' in the foetus
were defeated in Parliament,23 reinforcing the idea that lack of perfection
alone is sufficient for the quality of life to be assessed differently. In practice,

what amounts to a 'substantial' risk of a 'serious' handicap will depend upon
a medical determination of what exceeds tolerable levelsof abnormality and
in the many disorders where there are a range of manifested abilities, mere
existence of the disorder may be seen as sufficient risk. The fact of potential
disability in itself is enough to allow lawful abortion regardless of the health
and welfare of the mother and this differential treatment of grades of foetus
evinces a eugenic stance by Parliament.24
That is not to say that the Gansu Provisions and the eugenics they espouse
represent an acceptable approach, only that its basic assumptions are not
necessarily that different from laws affecting reproduction in other
jurisdictions. Whether in the United States of America, the United Kingdom
or China, it costs money to provide for the special needs of the 'disabled',
including support for the care of their offspring; it requires investment by
the state in those who are identified as forming part of that group.25 That
investment is clearly not forthcoming in China generally, nor in Gansu
Province in particular. It is also fair to say that it is not adequate in the
United Kingdom either, and recent decisions have continued to allow women
with a learning disability to be sterilized without their consent on grounds
that are expressed as being in the best interests of the patient but are difficult
to distinguish from social convenience.26

In the construction of what it means to be a 'healthy,' 'normal,' 'person',
China, and the People's Government of Gansu Province, have chosen to
exclude those persons possessing certain genetic or medical conditions
viewed as sufficient to disqualify them as fit members of society. By using

what appear to be objective criteria, namely medically or scientifically
identifiable traits, they are giving a policy of eugenics the same kind of
legitimacy as has been, and is being, used elsewhere in the world.

THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA LAW ON MATERNAL
AND INFANT HEALTH CARE

In November 1993 it was reported that China had placed before the Eighth
National People's Congress Standing Committee a draft natal and health
law 'to prevent or reduce the number of births of seriously sick and disabled

children, improve the quality of the Chinese population and safeguard the
health of mothers and babies.'27 Referred to as the draft law on 'eugenics
and health protection', it was met with an outcry from the international
203
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community, particularly human rights groups, because of its clearly eugenic

purpose. Chen Minzhang, the Minister of Public Health, described it as a
measure to 'ensure better quality births and to control and reduce inferior
quality births' and the draft law claimed to do this by imposing 'long-term
contraceptive measures' on those diagnosed as having 'reproductive disorders,

hereditary diseases that lead to seriously sick or disabled children, schizophrenia, manic depressive psychoses, or acute infectious diseases including
venereal diseases.' It also promoted abortion in certain circumstances, namely
after screening foetuses for hereditary or congenital diseases or where one of

the parents has a 'serious disease' or has been exposed to 'toxic substances.'
Not surprisingly the international reaction to this draft law was to liken

it to the eugenics laws of Nazi Germany. Beijing responded by not only
justifying the draft law by reference to the 300,000-460,000 children disabled
by hereditary diseases born each year in China28 and the inability of China's
'developing economy' to cope with the burden they represent,29 but also by
altering the language of the draft law to remove all references to eugenics,
inferior births, and the punitive measures against those who failed to comply
with its requirements.30

The revised law, bearing the new and seemingly innocuous title of Law

on Maternal and Infant Health Care, was adopted by National People's
Congress in October 1994. In the meantime, it was represented by Health
Ministry officials as an instrument to control the potential excesses of
provincial governments in passing laws sanctioning enforced sterilizations
and abortions.31 Its effectiveness in performing this task remains speculative,
not least because it did not come into force until 6 June 1995. This national

law does, however, continue to give tacit support to a eugenics policy by
identifying those who are considered unfit to reproduce and by authorizing

methods for curtailing their ability to reproduce by sterilization. It also
contains provisions which promote the use of prenatal diagnosis,32 particularly

to detect serious hereditary diseases and serious deformities so that doctors
can advise a termination.

The terms of the new law exhort the need to provide maternal and infant
health care at all levels of administration in order to improve the quality of

births and protect the health of mothers and babies. A major part of the
law concerns itself with pre-marital health care and details the content of
pre-marital check-ups and the consequences for the marriage parties. In this

regard it directly parallels the concerns of the Gansu Provisions. Article 8
of the national law requires pre-marital check-ups to include examination
for '(1) serious hereditary diseases; (2) legal contagious diseases; (3) relevantmental disorders' as diseases 'likely to affect their marriage and reproduction.'33 If either partner is found to be in the 'infective stage' of a legal
contagious disease or in the 'pathogenic stage' of a relevant mental disorder,

they must be given medical advice and postpone their marriage. In the case
of persons found to have a serious hereditary disease 'medically deemed
unsuitable for reproduction', they should also receive medical advice and
204
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may marry if they either 'agree to take long-lasting contraceptive measures'
or 'give up child bearing by undergoing ligation'.34 The option of conditional

marriage is specifically confined to those who are not prohibited from
marrying in the Marriage Law.35

Interestingly, the national law does make an attempt to define these
various categories of disease or disorder and does so by reference, directly
or indirectly, to medical opinion. So 'serious hereditary diseases' are:
congenital diseases caused by hereditary factors, which are medically deemed as not
suitable for child bearing because such diseases make patients lose total or partial ability
to live independently and have a high potential to be passed to the next generation.36

'Designated contagious diseases' are:
AIDS, gonorrhoea, syphilis, leprosy, and other contagious diseases which in medical
opinion affects marriage and reproduction (stipulated in the Law of the People's Republic

of China on Prevention of Contagious Diseases).37

Relevant mental disorders are simply defined as schizophrenia, manic
depression, and other major psychoses.38 These definitions, however, leave
considerable room for discretion and ultimately the health departments have
the power to determine the meaning of these terms administratively. Western

medical opinion would suggest that very few conditions should qualify as
being sufficiently hereditable, but allowing determinations to be made from
province to province indicates that local conditions could legitimately affect

the scope of these provisions. Local levels of disability, the state of local
health to care for disability and prejudice could all have an impact. As to
the measure of ability to live independently, this seems somewhat misplaced
in China, where the vast majority of disabled persons live with their families

and certainly receive no treatment or therapy which would encourage the
development of skills enabling them to achieve any level of independence.39
So, whilst these definitions restrict the scope of this law, they are sufficiently
broad and problematic to allow provincial governments to follow their own

agenda in determining who should be allowed to marry.
Perhaps more optimistically, the national law does attempt to import some

avenues through which medical advice to undergo an abortion or
sterilization may be challenged. First, there is an emphasis throughout the
law on doctors providing the couple with information and advice about their

own condition or the condition of their foetus. Second, the law allows
couples who object to the results of their pre-marital examination or prenatal
diagnostic tests to appeal to local 'medical technical certification organizations'
and, third, the law also includes a requirement that, where a pregnant woman

is to undergo an abortion or 'ligation', her written consent or the written
consent of her guardian if she is legally incompetent must be obtained.
Unfortunately, there is no provision specifically requiring consent to
sterilization where a couple are seeking permission to marry at a time when

the woman is not pregnant. Also, the appeals process envisaged by the Law
on Maternal and Infant Health Care is to take place at a local level and,
205
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whilst local governments are encouraged to establish these organizations,
the law does not make them a requirement.4

Overall, this new national law does set down a number of positive
guidelines to provincial governments. It attaches importance to maternal
and infant health care and states that medical care and advice should be
provided for 'pregnant women, women of child-bearing age and women in
confinement',41 including advice on nutrition, hygiene, breast-feeding, and

infant care. It also requires medical personnel providing advice, diagnosing
congenital and infectious conditions, and performing terminations and
ligations to be properly qualified. There are numerous provisions which
direct medical personnel to do their job well and to minimize birth injuries.
Reference is made to administrative and criminal punishments where medical

certificates are improperly issued, where there is negligence or where
abortions are performed by unqualified persons. There is also a prohibition
on using prenatal diagnosis to determine the sex of a foetus (except, that is,
where it is suspected of having a sex-linked genetic abnormality). All of these

provisions should be welcomed. On the other hand, local and provincial
health services remain understaffed and under-resourced and they may well

be unable to put these policies into effect. By leaving the financial burden
of health care firmly within the provincial domain, this new law does nothing

concrete to ensure an improvement in maternal and infant health care.
Moreover, it continues to endorse a policy of race improvement without
providing controls adequately to protect those designated as unfit to reproduce.
In China, eugenics cannot be divorced from the larger picture of population

control and the national programmes of sterilization and abortion which
have been implemented in pursuit of population policies.42 These programmes

have been given legitimacy by officials defining projected increases in
population as 'a problem' because of the effects of rapid population growth
on social and economic development. Official responses to population control
allude to the need for China to develop its economy and production abilities
and to the threat to development presented by a growing population because

of demands made on national income and the exacerbation of problems of
employment, education, housing, transportation, health care, and so on.43 As

a result, China now has a demographic profile similar to the industrialized
West,44 whilst its per capita GNP ranks it amongst the so-called 'developing

nations'. Because of the size of China, increases in its population have a
dramatic effect on the national economy and this is likely always to provide
a justification for exerting control over reproduction, particularly if China's

agricultural base continues to decline. There is necessarily a need to balance
the interests of the economy with the interests of the individual, but the
political issue remains as to where that balance should be pitched and which
individual's interests are to be compromised. There are powerful asssumptions
about the value of 'development' and physical and mental abilities which can
be located in different cultures and different political systems, making the
relationship between the economy and the individual partial, not inevitable.
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One effect of these population control policies has been to create an ageing

population which threatens the stability of the family at a time when
economic policies in China have encouraged and reinforced dependency on
the family as provider of social welfare, especially in rural areas.45 For
example, economic policies which have decollectivized production in rural
areas, have also involved dismantling collective welfare mechanisms. Whilst
responsibilities for production are formally defined, those for welfare remain

nebulous.46 The Maoist idea that people should be enabled to fulfill their
own basic social and economic needs may have justified the lack of an

effective welfare state in a China advocating collectivism, but in an
increasingly marketized and privatized environment, welfare responsibilities

have fallen on the family. In its failure to provide a social policy for the
needy, such as the aged,47 the sick, and the disabled, the state has implicitly

reinforced filial piety with its Confucian family-based values of mutual
support. In this sense, China's family planning policy, by threatening the
extended family, has created or at least exacerbated problems of health care48

and welfare for the increasing numbers of those unable to care for
themselves.

THE GANSU PROVISIONS

The Gansu Provisions seek to achieve their eugenic purpose, quoted above,
by means of compulsory sterilization of the 'intellectually impaired' who
are, or who are about to become, married, and by compulsory abortions in
the case of intellectually impaired women who 'are pregnant.' There are both

practical and ethical objections to the use of these methods to engineer a
'better' population. On one hand, they are likely to be ineffective in view of

current scientific knowledge on genetics and, on the other, the use of
compulsory sterilization and abortion to benefit the state, or persons other
than the person being sterilized, compromises the inviolability of the person.
Whilst there may be a hidden agenda in which sterilization represents a low-

cost, straightforward, and low-risk method of managing intellectually
disabled women of reproductive age,49 decisions of the courts and legislation
in the United States of America, Canada, the United Kingdom, and Australia

all insist that sterilizations can only be performed where it is in the best
interests of the patient herself.50 Allusions to the interests of care givers or

of the state alone are not in themselves considered compelling enough to
justify the invasion of privacy and the removal of the 'right' to reproduce
necessarily involved in a sterilization operation.51
The notion of using the concept of 'best interests', rather than the interests
of the state or the family, to justify sterilization is itself problematic. If there

is some identifiable therapeutic purpose, there may be wide-ranging benefits,
but the sterilization operation itself, whilst providing effective contraception,
has no other inherent benefits. If it is to be construed as being in the patient's
207
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interests it can only be so in the limited sense of allowing sexual freedom

without pregnancy and the potential trauma this could entail. Yet,
sterilization also carries disbenefits, over and above the medical risks and
potential trauma of undergoing an operation. By removing the risk of
pregnancy the patient is more vulnerable to sexually transmitted diseases,
sexual abuse, and exploitation and would make detection of such abuse far
more unlikely;52 she is also made infertile and may suffer from this change
in self-image.53
The doctrine of 'best interests' is intended to give priority to the interests
of the patient but it is not always possible to clearly delineate one interest
from another, nor does adoption of the patient's perspective provide any
key to how the various factors should be valued. Sterilization has economic

advantages. By allowing sexual freedom, the management of a patient is
simplified and may require less intensive staffing54 and society is protected

against the costs of caring for any child born as a result of sexual activity
or abuse. In making the decision to sterilize, courts advance the interests of

care givers and the state at the same time as they seem to be acting in the
interests of the patient.

In construing the interests of a person whose experience and
understanding is far removed from that of the judge, adopting the patients

perspective is fraught with difficulty. Arguing against the 'best interests'

approach, one judge in the leading Australian case on sterilization of
intellectually disabled women raised the point that many parents as carers
of teenage girls would like to protect them from unwanted pregnancy but
would not consider sterilization as being in their best interests. He suggested
the courts may well be treating value-judgments about the patient as facts:
The anxious goodwill of the repository of power - whether parents, guardians or courts

- can generally be assumed, but there are too many factors which tend to distort a
dispassionate and accurate assessment of the true interests of the child. There are some
powerful if unarticulated influences affecting, albeit in good faith, the presentation of
information on which a decision as to the best interests of the child is to be made and
the making of that decision. I mention some of those influences: the interests of those
who bear the burden of caring for the child, the interests of those who will be involved
if the sterilization proceeds, the scarcity of public resources, the widespread tendency to
dismiss intellectually disabled people as not deserving of full human dignity (especially
if their powers of communication are defective) and common misconceptions . . . (for
example, that there is a substantial risk that any intellectually disabled female will bear
defective children).55

The phrase 'best interests' has no determinate, objective meaning but is a
classic piece of legal language capable of many interpretations and giving
no transparency to the process of decision-making.56 The House of Lords57

has shown a positive reluctance to limit this flexibility and has neither
formulated any definition, nor produced any cohesive guidelines58 as to how

a patient's best interests should be determined,59 at least none which could

serve as general principles. What it has done is acknowledge the paramount
importance of medical determinations of the patient's competence60 and has
208
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taken into account management needs of care givers in reaching decisions
on sterilization.61 According to the decision in Re F. it is lawful to sterilize

an intellectually disabled woman if it is in the public interest to do so. The

public interest is served by the sterilization being in the patient's best
interests. The court will decide this upon all relevant evidence but clinical
medical evidence is the most significant so that if a doctor considers that
the sterilization should take place and that opinion corresponds with a
respectable body of medical opinion, it will be in the patient's interests for

it to proceed. What this means is that the courts in the United Kingdom
may in reality take into account interests of the state and/or care givers in
its formulation of its view of the patient's best interests.
It could be argued that the explicit reference to the interests of the state

and care givers in the Gansu Provisions is justified because of China's
ideological standpoint and the state of its economy, both of which affect
the relationship between the rights of the state and the rights of the
individual. Concerns over the rate of population growth and its negative
impact on economic growth in China have had a significant impact on policy

and this has not been the case in the United Kingdom or other Western
jurisdictions. In Gansu, whilst official statistics have tended to show a decline
in the rate of population growth, local survey data has cast doubt upon this
and has indicated an upward swing, particularly in rural areas where income
levels are extremely low and the need for family workers most pronounced.

This population growth has been acknowledged by provincial leaders in
Gansu as requiring urgent attention so as not to threaten the economic
growth taking place in several urban centres in the province.62 So there is a

clear economic imperative to limit reproduction in Gansu as well as on a
national level.

What is perhaps more significant is, despite economic and ideological
differences, there remains a distinct similarity in practice between at least
United Kingdom decisions and the stated objectives in the Gansu Provisions.
There are clear differences in extent and in method but both allow for the

control of reproduction by a specific portion of society, that is, those
determined as incompetent or unfit63 by medical personnel, and both, directly

or indirectly, see reducing burdens on care providers or the state as a relevant
factor.

WHO IS INTELLECTUALLY IMPAIRED?

The Gansu Provisions are addressed to people identified as 'intellectually
impaired' (chidai sharen)64 who possess certain characteristics in terms of the
cause of their 'impairment' and its symptoms. The causes of the 'impairment'
are limited to 'hereditary causes, marriage of close relatives or their mother65

and/or father have been influenced by external factors' (my emphasis). In
effect, this sets the parameters within which the law operates, and may serve
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as an indication of how broadly the Gansu People's Government will
interpret 'diseases likely to affect ... marriage and reproduction' under the
Law on Maternal and Infant Health Care. Marriage between close relatives
is not mentioned in the national law but there is a prohibition on such
marriages under the People's Republic of China's Marriage Law.
It is clear from studies in the United States of America, the United

Kingdom, and Europe that hereditary diseases are rare and that the main
predictors of disease or disability in the newborn is poverty, extreme youth

or age of the mother, and diet, all of which are readily preventable given
adequate resources.66 Providing adequate prenatal care and education and
ensuring adequate nutrition would avoid many of the disorders which lead
to mental 'disability.' There is some recognition of this in China's Law on
Maternal and Infant Health Care but, as yet, there is no sign of the state
providing material investment in any programme of improved national
health services; indeed, privatization has led to their decline through the
reduction of state-sponsored care.67
Certainly, there are conditions which would not necessarily be eradicated

by resourcing those who are pregnant,68 such as genetic disorders and the
damage caused to foetuses by exposure to radiation during nuclear testing
or to toxic chemicals.69 The Gansu Provisions cover both of these possibilities,
enabling the state to mandate sterilization or abortion in such circumstances.
By penalizing public health authorities for not adequately performing premarital examinations70 and collecting family histories it may be possible to
locate some of those affected by genetic disorders71 and exposure to toxins

- but without efficient and extensive screening (which is expensive), this
exercise is unlikely to be productive.72 First, improved knowledge of genetics

has demonstrated that most hereditary diseases and disorders are recessive
and many are sex-linked or multi-factorial, making transmission of a
disorder at most a statistical possibility. Secondly, the provisions only
address those who are actually 'intellectually impaired' and not carriers of
genetic diseases and disorders. So, under the right genetic conditions, carriers

will continue to transmit the disorder and produce 'intellectually impaired'
offspring. The terms of Article 2 of the provisions also mean that those who

are 'intellectually impaired' for reasons other than their genetic make-up
will be required to be sterilized and it is difficult to see how this will have
any impact on the quality of the population. If hereditary problems only
reappear under a minority of genetic conditions and many intellectual
'defects' have no known inherited source, why should there be any assumption
that such 'defects'will be reproduced by the 'intellectually impaired?' What
is achieved is not an improvement in 'quality' of the population, but costsaving. On one level, that saving is in terms of avoiding the birth of children
who are either intellectually disabled or who are 'normal' but whose parents
may not be intellectually equipped to care for them alone. On another, it is
avoiding the need to plough significant state investment into the control and
monitoring of environmental conditions threatened by industries and enterprises
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using or producing toxic substances.73 The People's Republic of China's Law
on Maternal and Infant Health Care perpetuates this to an extent by dealing

with the need to prevent and control endemic diseases caused by
environmental factors within a piece of legislation primarily concerned with

the improvement of the quality of births, rather than seeing it as an issue
requiring control of industries and the alleviation of poverty.
The ideology at work which enables governments to justify this cost saving
by such an invasive measure as a system of sterilization is one which claims

scientific neutrality. References to genetics and inheritable characteristics
suggest a necessity to interfere with biology in order to eradicate what is
represented as a biological problem. Yet, projected causal links between

genetics and human behaviour or character are often not based upon
scientific observation, but on a particular interpretation of science which
stems from the ideologies of hereditarianism and individualism.74 These
ideologies, prevalent in the United States of America and Europe from the
late nineteenth century up to the 1950s, fired genetic research and eugenics
and have empowered geneticists to make claims for the possibilities of genetic

engineering. The complexities of genetics, however, militate against the
reductionism inherent in eugenic arguments and, consequently, the claimed
neutrality of science is largely instrumental to some ideological purpose.75
It is also clear that science still knows relatively little about the mind and

how it operates. Consequently, the source of much retardation and mental
disorder is unknown, as is often the prognosis of those diagnosed as having

learning or behavioural disorders. This presents problems not only in
predicting and preventing births of intellectually disabled and disordered
children, but also in making assumptions about the relationship between
retardation and factors such as inheritance, consanguinity, and exposure to
toxins. Moreover, concepts such as disability and intelligence continue to
be treated by law and medicine as if they are purely psychological categories

rather than as constructs incorporating prejudices as well as cognitive
ability.76 Definitions of learning disability make it seem as though the
problem of abnormality resides in the individual and it is merely being named
or identified by the definer. Whereas what is taking place is an interaction

between an individual and a representative of values reproduced by the
defining process. The activity of diagnosis is not just a process of revealing
the fact of disability; it is a creative act through which values of normality
and abnormality are reinforced and given an authenticity.
These provisions deal with intellectual disabilities purely as psychological
phenomena. Article 2 makes reference to the appropriate symptoms as 'an
IQ of 49 or below'77 and impairment of 'speech, memory, orientation,
thinking et cetera'. At the beginning of the twentieth century it was usual
to define 'mental retardation' by reference to standardized intelligence tests.
Low IQ is still one indicator of retardation but it is now general practice in
the United States of America and the United Kingdom also to include a
functional element in the assessment and classification of an individual. For
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this purpose, there have developed standardized descriptions of behaviour
which apply to different chronological ages and which are necessarily vague

and flexible.78 The aim of these descriptions is to identify stages of
development by chronological age so that individuals may be assessed
subjectively in terms of their adaptive behaviour. This development can be
partly explained by the inadequacies of standardized IQ tests79 but also by
increased understanding of the wide variations that exist in the abilities of
individuals with low IQs to cope with everyday demands.
It is also usual to grade levels of retardation into four or five categories
and whilst there are no universal categorizations, they all range from mild
to extreme retardation.80 It is understood that it maybe possible for a
retarded individual's classification to alter over time as a person with low
intelligence improves in terms of skills in dealing with her/his everyday
environment. Whilst this is unlikely in those who are classified as moderately

or severely retarded, the need to ensure that the mental condition of the
patient is permanent has been one requirement before the English, Canadian,

and American courts dealing with sterilization cases which is absent from
the Gansu Provisions.

The Gansu Provisions do not contain or make reference to any system of
classification similar to that outlined above, but link the existence of a low

IQ with simple 'impairment' of 'speech, memory, orientation, thinking et
cetera'. This type of assessment which concentrates upon mental dysfunction
is more readily associated with the determination of mental illness than the
classification of retardation. For example, a definition of mental illness which

has been popular in Canada makes reference to 'a substantial disorder of
thought, mood, perception, orientation or memory'.8' The term 'mental
illness' is very broad and encompasses all forms of paranoia, psychoses,

schizophrenia, and simple neuroses. It can therefore apply to a large
percentage of the general population and covers many conditions which have

no, or no known, physical or genetic cause and conditions which are very
often temporary in nature. There is also no clear relationship between

intelligence and mental illness. Because of its character, an extensive
literature has developed on the discourse science has used to 'diagnose'and
'treat' behaviour labelled by psychiatrists and others as 'mental illness' and

the values inherent in such a determination.82 This literature demonstrates

that mental illness is difficult to define and many categories of mental illness

are flexible and allow authorities to respond to forms of 'undesirable'
behaviour by applying a medical label to disempower and marginalize that
behaviour. By choosing to use such broad indicators of functional ability,
rather than more closely defined criteria, the Gansu Provisions include the
potential for targeting individuals of low IQ who would in other jurisdictions
not be classified as 'moderately retarded' but whose thinking or orientation

may be judged as undesirable.
Whilst one would expect the law to be concerned with instituting measures
for those who are not competent to make their own decisions,83 the Gansu
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Provisions do not use competence as a benchmark for sterilization. They
concentrate upon intellectual impairment and consequently address only
those referred to as the 'mentally retarded' in international classifications.

They do not, however, adopt any standardized approach to defining
retardation and whilst they are concerned with reasonably severe disabilities,

do not require precise or necessarily logical diagnosis. Moderately and
severely retarded adults, who are usually classified as having an IQ of less
than 50-55 and functioning at the level of a child of nine or less, make up
around 20-25 per cent of the population of mentally retarded individuals.
However, far from all of these would have been diagnosed as having a known

hereditary cause to explain their condition, nor would their condition have
been necessarily caused by consanguinity or exposure to toxins.
The provisions also seem to exclude those who in medical parlance would
be classified assuffering from dementia, that is intellectual impairment not
from birth but as a result of injury or disease (most commonly Alzheimer's
disease, but also infections of the central nervous system, brain trauma, and
neurological diseases). The reason for excluding this group may well be that

the majority of sufferers are old and probably beyond the age of
reproduction. Clearly, however, the aim of these provisions is to address a
particular portion of the 'costly' population of 'mentally disabled' persons
for reasons which, although not made explicit, must include assumptions
about 'normality' and value of life.

How far the Gansu Provisions accord with any National People's
Congress view on the determination of 'intellectual impairment' is difficult
to assess, as the Maternal and Infant Health Care Law is far more concerned

with setting down general policy objectives than with the specifics of
diagnosis. The law does not mention retardation and measures the existence

of a 'serious inheritable disease' by criteria concerning likelihood of
transmission and interference with the ability to live independently, rather
than by IQ levels. Yet this does not mean that there is necessarily a conflict,

particularly when account is taken of the fact that this national law leaves
local areas to administer health care in light of local conditions84 and that
the diagnosis of 'abnormalities' as 'inheritable' is not an exact science,
especially in China where the resourcing of mental health is limited, as is
the degree of expert knowledge available. In a relatively remote area such
as Gansu, these problems are necessarily exacerbated.

STERILIZATION AND MARRIAGE

Articles 3 and 4 of the Gansu Provisions contain the power to sterilize
intellectually impaired persons who are about to marry or who are already
married. As far as those who are about to marry are concerned, there is no
requirement first to determine their capacity to reproduce, a criticism which
could also be made of the decisions of the United Kingdom courts.85 Where
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the intellectually impaired person is already married, then Article 4 of the
Gansu Provisions only requires sterilization of those who have the capacity
to reproduce.8 Again, this difference in treatment seems illogical and
probably has more to do with bad drafting than with any intended distinction.

This approach to sterilization is reminiscent of the early British eugenists,

particularly Dr. Robert Rentoul who argued:
there are some degenerates who, although they may have a right to marry, have no right

to beget a tainted offspring - one which may be a danger to the public welfare, to
themselves, or a tax upon private or public charity. Such degenerates should be sterilized,
and so rendered unable to beget offspring.87

Rentoul was strongly against intermarriage between the 'unhealthy' and the

'healthy and sane' and included in his category of 'unhealthy' those with
leprosy, imbeciles, idiots, and persons with diseases that could be passed on
to their offspring. He also advocated strict government control over who
could marry and argued that everyone should obtain a health certificate
before marriage and that there should be age limits imposed on marriage

to avoid unfit offspring. The government should turn a blind eye to
infanticide, abortion at any stage of pregnancy, and contraception. Rentoul
has subsequently been discredited, but his views were popular and there are

clear similarities between them and China's approach to marriage and
compulsory sterilization.

Taken together, these Articles could be said to limit sterilizations to
circumstances where there is a likelihood of sexual activity but this takes a

very restrictive view of sexual freedom. Certainly it could be argued that
amongst the population of the intellectually impaired, those most at risk of

sexual exploitation or abuse and the least likely to have sufficient support
to cope with child rearing are those who do not have a marriage partner.
In this sense it would appear more appropriate to direct attention primarily
towards birth control for those who are not married, rather than those who

are, or are about to be. It could also be argued that those intellectually
impaired persons who are capable of marrying are also likely to have
acquired certain skills necessary to conduct interpersonal relationships,
sustain a relationship, understand the needs of others, as well as general
communication skills, social skills, and ability to deal with emotions. All of
this suggests that out of a group of moderately and severely retarded
individuals, they would be the most promising in terms of their ability to
have and look after a child. Where such a person marries a 'normal' person,
then it could also be suggested that the marriage brings with it some support
in caring for the child and so presents less of a burden to state resources.

This does, however, assume that intellectually impaired persons meet
prospective partners and pursue relationships out of choice, an essentially
Western view of marriage. In China the Marriage Laws of 1950 and 1980
claimed to abolish arranged marriages, but there is evidence that they still
exist in the general population, especially in rural areas,88 and that the
mentally ill or disordered are found spouses through arrangements made by
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their parents so as to relieve the burden on their natal family and to provide
for their life-long care.89 Large urban areas still have match-making agencies,
including those specifically for the disabled, and introductions are often used

to secure marriages. Certain benefits may exist for a person who agrees to
marry somebody who is mentally ill or there may be trade-offs, such as a
young mentally retarded woman may be married to a much older man, or
a mentally disabled man may be married to a physically disabled woman.90
Phillips and Pearson91 refer to a state regulation which entitles 'a peasant'
to obtain an urban residence permit after three years of marriage to a disabled
urban resident. Bargaining chips such as this, and perhaps lack of knowledge

about the extent of disability, have encouraged individuals to take over
family responsibilities of care and maintenance. There are indications that
the number of such arranged marriages may decrease and the rate of divorce

increase because of factors such as 'the improved overall economic
conditions, increased rural-to-urban mobility, increased freedom of divorce,

and increased marginalisation of the mentally ill'.92 There is also no clear
picture of how many of those who do marry, by arrangement or otherwise,

are retarded rather than suffering from chronic mental illnesses nor is it
possible to assess the degree of retardation amongst those who marry.
Nevertheless, within the context of the provisions, it seems illogical to
restrict their application in this way, particularly as it reduces their scope
and makes the declared aims of the provisions even more elusive. It is clear
that these provisions are not intended to protect the 'intellectually impaired'
from sexual exploitation or even to protect the health and well-being of
'intellectually impaired' persons who are sexually active inside or outside
institutions. Nor is it the intention to provide a process only for those
incapable of making decisions for themselves. Those who can marry are
expected to have sufficient capacity to understand marriage and consent to
it. With this level of understanding, they are also likely to understand, at
least to a certain degree, pregnancy, childbirth, and the meaning of a
sterilization. By including in these provisions those who could marry under
the marriage law, coercive treatment is being imposed on people who, if
given the opportunity, could withhold their effective consent.
The rationale for restricting sterilizations to married persons remains
elusive, unless it is a straightforward disincentive for the 'intellectually
impaired' to marry. In many societies marriage is considered to be one aspect
of normal life.93 Further, a 'normal' aspect of marriage is to produce a child
or children. If the state has any intention of 'normalizing' the lives of the

mentally incompetent,94 then it would seem that marriage would be
encouraged and the most likely candidates for having children would be
those who are married. From this perspective, the Gansu Provisions operate

as a method of avoiding the normalization of the 'intellectually impaired'
to keep them outside of society, to encourage their segregation, and confirm

their status as 'other'. There are reasons for dismissing this as a possible
explanation. For example, if fewer 'intellectually impaired' persons marry,
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it could increase, rather than reduce, the burden on the state or, perhaps
more likely in China, on the family.95 Also, if it is correct that over 1,000
women were sterilized during the first year of the implementation of these
provisions,96 it could be said that they have failed as an effective disincentive

to marriage. On the other hand, the effectiveness of the provisions is a
different issue from ascertaining their rationale. Moreover, when one takes
into account the history of marriage law in China there are clear precedents

for the idea that those who are physically or mentally unfit should not be
allowed to marry. The first communist marriage law in China, the Jiangxi
Marriage Regulations 1931, included a prohibition on marriage where either
party suffered from certain contagious or mental diseases and this was
essentially replicated in the Jiangxi Marriage Law of 1934.97 The subsequent
People's Republic of China Marriage Law of 195098 also prohibited marriage
if one of the parties 'lacks sexual capacity due to a congenital disability' or
has a 'serious illness' such as 'venereal disease, mental illness, leprosy or
other illness with which a person should not, according to medical opinion,
enter into marriage'. By 1980 the provision had been contracted to read:
Marriage is not permitted in any of the following circumstances: ... (2) where one party
is suffering from leprosy, a cure not having been effected, or from any other disease

which is regarded by medical science as rendering a person unfit for marriage.9

It seems, however, that judicial decisions have continued to regard mental
disorders as coming within the provision, particularly severe mental illnesses,

such as schizophrenia, and mental retardation.'1?
It has been argued that these restrictions imposed on marriage in China
evince early concerns with the quality of the population'?0 as the family was

perceived as a unit whose essential purpose was to relieve the state of the
burden of rearing children and caring for the elderly.'02 Marriage in China

is, according to the law at least, largely restricted to those persons whom
the state considers physically, mentally, and ideologically fit, and to this end
the marriage law does not simply facilitate uncoerced marriage, but qualifies
admission to it and, of equal importance, provides grounds for divorce where

the parties no longer qualify. Yet, in qualifying entry into marriage, the
marriage law and regulations are not clear. In dealing with prohibitions on
marriageable parties the law does not, like its old Soviet counterpart,
establish any board or designate any person or persons as arbiters of whether
a particular individual is, or disorder renders them, unfit for marriage, and
it includes an open category of 'any other disease'.103

In addition, commentators on the marriage law'4 have pointed out that
the reality of marriage in China is not a reflection of the law, so whilst the

law may indicate official views on what marriage should be it certainly
cannot be concluded that marriage is in fact restricted.105 The traditional
pressures to marry and found a family are still part of life in China and if
a person does not marry she or he would be considered unusual.106 Moreover,
the traditional idea that marriage is primarily for the production of a male
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progeny has to a large extent survived family reforml07 and has continued
to be fed by government policies and state reliance on familial infrastructure.108

It follows that for persons who are mentally impaired, access to marriage
may possibly be restricted, but where they have been sterilized, marriage
begins to look more like an abnormality.'09 That is not to say that individuals

who marry for companionship, assured sexual contact, mutual support or
other reasons which do not involve child rearing are wrong, but that in a
cultural context that defines marriage as including children they will be
regarded, at best, as different and, at worst, as abnormal.

Certainly, by looking at the Marriage Law of 1980 and comparing it to
its 1950 equivalent, there is, if anything, an intensification of the assumption
that marriage includes children. The stress on the traditional Confucian ideal

of filial obligations appears to reinforce the family as provider of mutual
support between members of the extended family."?0 As mentioned above,
there is a paradox between this formal reinforcement and the capacity of
families to provide their implicit welfare function when restricted by
population control policies. Yet, especially in rural areas, it remains necessary
to found a family because of the lack of state welfare infrastructure.
In addition, from a slightly different perspective, it may be argued that
marriage by a person who is mentally impaired would always be officially
perceived as 'abnormal' because of the marriage partners' potential inability
to conform with the 'normal' rights and duties laid down in the marriage
laws, such as mutual care, care of the children, participation in productive
work, and striving for 'the building up of the new society'."' By looking at
the Gansu Provisions in the context of the marriage laws it is, therefore,
possible to find support for the proposition that the need to sterilize is related

to the institution of marriage in order to reinforce or perpetuate the
segregation of 'intellectually impaired persons'. In the history of eugenics
there is ample precedent for segregation as well as sterilization of the 'unfit,'

often through institutionalization but also through techniques to prevent
real integration.12
In China the drive to restrict marriage of mentally unfit persons has been

directly linked with a eugenic purpose.13 In a commentary on marriage
registration procedures, the need to detect and deny registration to those
suffering from contagious or inheritable conditions was specifically justified

on the grounds of 'protection of national health' and the interests of
'society'.114 More recently, in 1986, the Circular Concerning Pre-marital
Medical Check-ups issued by the Ministry of Public Health and the Ministry
of Civil Affairs required a medical examination before marriage registration
and delineated three levels of control over marriage by persons with various
mental conditions."5 Where the proposed marriage is between close relatives
or people with very low intelligence, it is prohibited; where one party suffers
from schizophrenia, manic depression or other psychoses, it is delayed; and

where the inheritable disease (psychoses and congenital heart disease are
specifically listed) is stable, marriage is permitted, but childbirth is forbidden.
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The clear intention of these categories is to prevent reproduction among
those suffering from conditions which have been labelled as 'inheritable.'
The same intention is discernable in the new People's Republic of China
Law on Maternal and Infant Health Care.

Another possible rationale for restricting mandated sterilization to those
who intend to marry would be that only those moderately and severely
retarded people who are marriageable present a real threat of reproducing.
This could be the case if, say, the majority of those who qualify under Article

2 do not have or are unlikely to have sexual freedom because they are
institutionalized and controlled, or are controlled outside an institution. The
provisions make no reference to institutionalization as a restriction on their
operation16 and it does seem likely that most retarded individuals would be

cared for by their families. It is impossible to assess the level or type of
controls imposed on the retarded in the community in Gansu Province, but
in view of the structure of China it does not seem unreasonable to assume
that there would control at community level.

THE PROCESS OF STERILIZATION

The family planning public health administration is not directed by these
provisions to ensure contraception by the least intrusive means, nor are they
required to ensure that sterilization is necessary; they are simply directed to

sterilize. In terms of the language used, the Law on Maternal and Infant
Health Care is more circumspect in its promotion of contraception for those
with 'serious inheritable diseases' as it gives couples who wish to marry what

appears to be a choice between giving-up child bearing by 'ligation' and
taking 'long-lasting contraceptive measures'."7 Neither of these terms are
defined in the law, nor is there any requirement to provide information to
the couple on these contraceptive measures or to assess their particular needs
or abilities. Whilst it may be possible to argue that 'long-lasting contraceptive
measures' includes hormonal implants and intra-uterine devices, there is no

indication that the alternative of 'ligation' only be used as a last resort, or
that the health authorities be satisfied that the couple are unable to pursue
other forms of contraception.
In jurisdictions which have attributed value to personal autonomy courts
have addressed a range of important issues relating to the operation itself,"8
such as whether other forms of contraception could be used and, if not, are
less intrusive methods of sterilization available; is the sterilization necessary
now rather than at some later time; is it necessary rather than simply a
matter of public convenience or convenience for the care givers. The lack
of any similar concerns in the Gansu Provisions and the national law again
reinforces the non-recognition of individual rights.
Sterilization,19 particularly of women, as an elective form of contraception
has increased in popularity worldwide. Most commonly in the form of tubal
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ligation, it can be a simple procedure,'20 although at the other end of the
scale a hysterectomy involves major surgery and a much higher risk of death

and psychological problems. This female bias in the general population is
most probably replicated in the sterilization of the mentally incompetent121

as it is females who carry the risks of pregnancy, abortion, and childbirth
and its after-effects. In China there seems to be a similar bias in the general
population.'22 The Maternal and Infant Health Care Law makes this specific
by referring to 'ligation' rather than 'sterilization ' throughout, suggesting
that the woman is the appropriate person to be sterilized.'23 The practicalities
of sterilization, particularly in countries where health care receives clearly
inadequate funding, suggest that the male would be the most appropriate
party to sterilize.Vasectomies do not require general anaesthesia and are, on
the whole cheaper, quicker, and less likely to result in complications,124 yet
it is the female body which is most readily identified as the source of disability
and the locus for terminating fertility. In the history of sexuality the female
was considered to have no sexuality, only maternity, whereas male sexuality
has been intertwined with fecundity, causing the loss of male fertility to be
wrongly associated with the loss of capacity for sexual fulfilment. In China
similar ideas continue to exert their influence, with vasectomies being likened

to castrations.125

It seems likely therefore that if both parties to a marriage are 'intellectually
impaired' it will be the female who is sterilized, even though the provisions
are gender neutral on this point. Sterilization by this method can be seen as

a cheap, easy, and convenient way of dealing with the problems presented
by conception by the mentally retarded: it is relatively free of complications

and is essentially a technical response to the dilemma created by allowing
the 'intellectually impaired' to have sexual intercourse, or indeed marry.
Such a technical response, however, fails to take account of the women
directly affected by its implementation and certainly has no benefits over

the cheaper, easier, and more convenient method of sterilization by
vasectomy.

CONCLUSION

In the publicity that followed the introduction of the draft Natal and Health

Care law to the National People's Congress, the Ministry of Public Health
issued a number of statements to calm the reaction of human rights groups.
One spokesmanl26 said, 'The essence of China's better births policy is totally
different from the racist eugenics policy pursued by Adolf Hitler during the

Third Reich', the new law 'underlines the principle of combining state

guidance with individual choice'. This cannot be said of the Gansu

Provisions which claim a eugenic purpose and which contain no provisions

which could be described as either 'guidance' or as accommodating or
ensuring 'individual choice'. As such, they reflect a basic lack of respect for
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personal rights, and any justification based upon practical social benefits is
untenable, particularly in light of their almost certain ineffectiveness. As a

precursor of the national law, these provincial provisions give a picture of
the eugenic purpose behind China's measures to restrict reproduction by the

'unfit', particularly when considered alongside other laws and regulations
restricting reproduction. When placed in a more international context,
however, it is also clear that parallels exist outside China. Developments in
genetic screening are more sophisticated but the eugenic purpose can still
be found and can be at its most insidious where it appears not to exist at
all, such as in providing the 'choice' to abort an 'imperfect' embryo in a
society which values only perfection. The desire for a 'perfected race' may
be driven by a range of considerations such as to reduce individual suffering,

to maximize efficient use of resources or economic growth, to reduce
emotional and financial burdens on families or demands on the state, to

advance perfection for its own sake. The choice to ascribe value to a
particular set of human characteristics and to use resources to eradicate as
far as possible those who do not possess them (by force, mandate or through

an apparent choice) is a choice for 'perfection'. One alternative approach
would be to see a perfect society as one based on human diversity and the
same resources could be applied to achieving that end. But in China and in

many Western countries, the move has been towards eradication and
towards depending upon science in order to succeed.
The Gansu Provisions mandate sterilization for the 'unfit' and in the

United Kingdom, sterilization of incompetent persons take place without

the need to obtain consent or sanction of a court. Where such sanction is
sought it is medical opinion which is the most persuasive and concerns over
patient management in a state with a receding commitment to mental health

care may also contribute to the decision to sterilize. In our society, as in
China, the 'intellectually impaired' are seen as being of lesser value and are
often disdained: any decision, choice made or consent given occurs in the
knowledge of this, reinforced by a lack of commitment by the state to
accommodate their needs. The rhetoric of personal rights of autonomy or

freedom of choice levelled against China has failed to displace these
assumptions in jurisdictions proclaiming their value.
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PROVISIONS OF THE STANDING COMMITTIEE OF THE GANSU

PEOPLE'S CONGRESS CONCERNING THE PROHIBITION OF

REPRODUCTION BY INTELLECTUALLY IMPAIRED PERSONS

Adopted on 23 November 1988 at the 5th Session of the Standing Committee

of the Seventh Gansu Province People's Congress, now promulgated, in
force from 1 January 1989

Article 1 These provisions are formulated according to relevant provisions
of state population policy in the light of this province's actual circumstances
in order to improve the quality of the population and reduce the burden on
society and on the families of intellectually impaired persons.

Article 2 In these provisions so-called intellectually impaired persons have
all of the following characteristics:

(i) they are affected congenitally by hereditary causes, marriage of close
relatives or their mothers and/or fathers have been influenced by
external factors; and

(ii) they have moderately or severely limited intellectual capacity with an
IQ of 49 or below; and
(iii) their speech, memory, orientation, thinking, et cetera are impaired.

Article 3 Reproduction by intellectually impaired persons is prohibited.
Before being permitted to marry intellectually impaired persons must
undergo sterilization. If both parties to the marriage are intellectually
impaired then only one must be sterilized; if only one party is intellectually
impaired only the intellectually impaired person is to undergo sterilization.

Article 4 Intellectually impaired persons who have the capacity to
reproduce and were married before the promulgation of these provisions
shall undergo a sterilization in accordance with the provisions of Article 3.
Article 5 Intellectually impaired women who are pregnant must undergo

an abortion.

Article 6 Where it is difficult to determine whether someone is an
intellectually impaired person for the purposes of these provisions, the health

administration authorities of people's government at county level or above
shall order a hospital examination and evaluation.

Article 7 The examination and evaluation of an intellectually impaired
person according to these provisions shall be free of charge.
Article 8 Departments of family planning, public health administration,
and civil affairs at all levels of people's government as well as medical health
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units shall do a good job of social surveys, pre-marriage health checks,
hereditary histories, local disease prevention and treatment work and prevent

intellectually impaired persons from bearing children.

Article 9 Units and other persons directly responsible for violating these
provisions and allowing intellectually impaired persons to reproduce, shall,
according to the circumstances, be administratively punished and fined;
guardians who are directly responsible shall be criticized, educated, and given
appropriate fines.

Article 10 In the enforcement of these provisions responsibility for
interpretation rests with the family planning committees of Gansu Province.

Article 11 These provisions are in force from 1 January 1989
Source: Notice (no. 5), Standing Committee Gansu Province People's Congress,
Legal System Herald, 16 December 1988 no. 51, p. 3.

NOTES AND REFERENCES
1 The Law of the People's Republic of China on Maternal and Infant Health Care (adopted
at the 10th meeting of the Eighth National People's Congress Standing Committee on
27 October 1994). Source: Beijing Xinhua Domestic Service in Chinese, 27 October 1994,
FBIS translated text. Implementing Measures to the Maternal and Infant Health Care
Law (1995), vol. 25, PRC State Council Gazette (in Chinese).
2 Gansu is a province in the north-west of China, having a population of around 20 million,
of which around 1,600,000 are members of ethnic minorities. Gansu is largely desert and
mountains to the east, with fertile basin and plateau to the west. Its capital is the major

new industrial city of Lanzhou (1.5 million), but large parts of the province are

3

4

5
6
7

agricultural or occupied by herding communities and are sparsely populated. B. Hook
(ed.), Cambridge Encyclopedia of China (1992, 2nd ed.) and C. Mackerras, Cambridge
Handbook of Contemporary China (1991).
The Circular Concerning Pre-Marital Medical Check-ups is discussed in V. Pearson, 'Law,
Rights and Psychiatry in the People's Republic of China' (1992) 15 International J. of
Law and Psychiatry 409-23, at 420.
F. Galton, Inquiries into Human Faculty (1883) 24-5, cited in R. Hubbard, 'Eugenics:
New Tools, Old Ideas' in Embryos, Ethics and Women's Rights, ed. E. Hoffman Baruch
(1988) at 226.
Report of the Departmental Committee on Sterilisation (The Brock Report) (1934).
For a discussion of eugenism in Britain, see S. Trombley, The Right to Reproduce (1988).
All human chromosomes, except the male sex chromosome, come in pairs, one provided
by each parent. It follows that where a genetic disorder is carried or manifested by one
or both parents it will not necessarily be inherited and the possibility of inheritance will
depend upon the type of disorder and the genetic make-up of both parents. For example,
with recessive disorders it is necessary for both genes of the pair to be affected for the
disorder to be manifest. Where only one gene of the pair is 'abnormal', the child will be
a carrier. As most hereditary diseases and 'disabilities' are recessive, those who manifest

the condition are only a tiny percentage of those who could produce a 'disabled' or
'defective' offspring. Multifactorial traits are another family of genetic disorders which
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are not dependent upon a single pair of genles and whose inheritance is more complex,

particularly as environmental factors are influential See J.K. Mason and R.A. McCall
Smith, Law and Medical Ethics (1994, 4th ed.).

8 Consideration of the intricacies of current genetic theory on mental and physical
abnormalities is beyond the scope of this paper. The point I wish to make, however, is
that eugenic theory assumes a very simple relationship between inheritability and effect,
whereas science has come increasingly to acknowledge and explore the complexities. As

an example, the causes of schizophrenia are still unclear, yet it has been explained as an

inheritable condition, but also as a condition created by the environment. Current
knowledge has gone beyond looking for a single cause and has instead suggested that it
is the product of a complex relationship between various genetic conditions, development
of the central nervous system and environmental factors. Perhaps an even clearer example
is that of phenylketonuria, a disorder caused by a defect in a single gene, but which only

leads to retardation if the amino acid phenylalanine is included in the affected baby's
diet. So by altering the environment by restricting the amino acid, the genetically caused
retardation can be avoided. Studies have also been done on the beneficial effects of

education on improving IQ levels of groups of mentally retarded individuals who suffer
from genetic disorders. See S. Jones, The Language of Genes: Biology, History and the
Evolutionary Future (1993); R. Plomin, Genetics and Experience: the Interplay between
Nature and Nurture (1994).
9 For an account of the eugenics movement in Britain and the United States of America,
see Trombley, op. cit., n. 6.
10 The US Supreme Court upheld the constitutional validity of one of these statutes in the
1927 case Buck v. Bell, 274 US 200. According to Mr Justice Holmes, 'It is better for all
the world, if instead of waiting to execute degenerate offspring for crime, or to let them
starve for their imbecility, society can prevent those who are manifestly unfit from
continuing their kind. The principle that sustains compulsory vaccination is broad enough
to cover cutting the Fallopian tubes .. . Three generations of imbeciles are enough.' P.A.
Lombardo in 'Three Generations, No Imbeciles: New Light on Buck v. Bell'(1985) 60 New
York University Law Rev. 31 at 32 has concluded that the Bucks did not fit the description

of imbecile but were victims of a legislative and judicial campaign to ensure the legal
sanction of a eugenic sterilization policy. It was later discovered that the institution where

the Bucks had been sterilized had coercively sterilized 8,300 persons, most of whom were
neither retarded nor mentally ill, but were poor, often sexually precocious, and categorized

as being beyond the control of their parents. See Trombley, op. cit., n. 6, at ch. 13.

11 Law Reform Commission of Canada, Sterilization: Implications for Mentally Retarded
and Mentally Ill Persons (1979) at 26. Two provinces in Canada, Alberta and British
Columbia, had statutes providing for the sterilization of mental defectives: the Sexual
Sterilization Act, RSA 1970, c. 341, repealed by SA 1972, c. 87; the Sexual Sterilization
Act RSBC 1960, c. 353, s. 5(1), repealed by SBC 1973, c. 79. Alberta had a Eugenics
Board in operation from 1928 to 1972.
12 Different sources cite different numbers of states as having forcible sterilization laws but
all claim that a significant percentage of all states have passed such laws. M.E. Price and
R.A. Burt, 'Sterilization, State Action, and the Concept of Consent in the Law and the

Mentally Retarded' (1975) 1 Law and Psychiatry Rev. 57, at 61 reported that twentynine states had compulsory sterilization statutes; E.J. Barron, 'A Parent's Right to Seek
Sterilization for an Incompetent Minor' (1981) 16 Forum 1081, at 1082 notes that twentyseven states had statutes authorizing sterilization of mentally disabled persons; Hubbard,
op. cit., n. 4, at p. 228 notes twenty states as having eugenic sterilization laws. United
States statutes authorizing sterilization are required to meet constitutionally guaranteed
standards of due process: see, for example, Wyatt v. Aderholt 368 F. Supp. 1383 (M.D.

Alabama, 1974).
13 Hubbard, op. cit., n. 4, at p. 229. R.J. Lifton gives a similar estimate in The Nazi Doctors,
A Study of the Psychology of Evil (1986). This figure may be disputed as there are many
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different estimates and no official Nazi figures on sterilization after the first year of the

implementation of the policy, that is, the end of 1933, by which time 56,244 people had
been officially sterilized. Trombley, op. cit., n. 6, at p. 114.
14 It is not possible to argue that sterilization of persons in institutions was not a practical
reality outside Nazi Germany. In the United States of America, for example, by I January

1944 officially reported sterilizations numbered 42,616, of which 17,012 took place in
California. Trombley, id., at p. 53.

15 Studies have indicated that United States eugenic sterilization laws were also directed
against certain groups in their operation, namely, females, children, unemployed persons,

domestic workers, institutionalized persons, Roman and Greek Catholics, those of
Eastern European descent or Indian and Metis ethnicity. Law Reform Commission of
Canada, op. cit., n. 11, at pp. 42-5.
16 In the United Kingdom, the Abortion Act 1967 s. 1, as amended by s. 37 Human
Fertilisation and Embryology Act 1990 provides lawful abortion up to twenty-four weeks
where the risk of continuing the pregnancy is greater than the risk of termination, where

that risk is to either the physical or mental health of the mother or to existing children

of the family. It also provides for abortion up to term where there is a substantial risk
that if the child were born it would suffer such physical or mental abnormalities as to

be 'seriously handicapped.' See D. Morgan, 'Legal and Ethical Dilemmas of Fetal Sex
Identification and Gender Selection' in Reproductive Medicine and the Law, eds. A.A.
Templeman and D. Cusine (1990) 53-77.
17 Hubbard, op. cit., n. 4.
18 Ch. 3 of the Law on Maternal and Infant Health Care deals with health care during
pregnancy and childbirth. Article 14(1) includes a general outline of what health services
should be provided, including advice on conceiving healthy children, prevention of serious
hereditary diseases and endemic diseases and monitoring and protecting the growth of
foetuses. Articles 15 to 20 are then directed at dealing with potentially 'defective' foetuses.

Article 16 strangely deals with childbearing couples who are suspected of 'contracting
serious hereditary diseases', Article 17 requires a doctor who discovers or suspects foetal
abnormality to conduct prenatal diagnostic tests, and Article 18 specifically states that
a termination should be advised following these tests where '(1) Foetuses have contracted
serious hereditary diseases; (2) Foetuses have serious deformity; and (3) Because of or
owing to serious illness, continuation of pregnancy may endanger the life of pregnant
women or seriously harm their health.' The Law does not restrict access to an abortion
in any way, such as according to the length of the pregnancy, and directs that the service
should be provided free of charge.
19 id., Article 20.
20 id., Article 19.

21 id., Article 1.

22 Rance v. Mid-Downs H.A. [1991] 1 Q.B. 587, [1991] 1 All E.R. 801.
23 For discussion, see D. Morgan and R.G. Lee, Human Fertilisation and Embryology Act
1990: Abortion and Embryo Research, the New Law (1991) 48-55.
24 Morgan and Lee conclude from their analysis of the passage of the new abortion law
through Parliament (id., at p. 40): '. . . it is possible to conclude that the UK has now
a much more explicitly based eugenic abortion policy than before 1990 not just in the
sense that abortion on the ground of foetal handicap is to be more readily available after

28 weeks . . . but also because it was apparent that the most clearly favoured
Parliamentary ground for abortion was the genetic handicap ground.'
25 This is only one aspect of the problem: there are many ways in which societies assume
that the 'disabled' are not part of normality. For example, buildings, public walkways,
public transport are usually designed to exclude the physically disabled because to take
their needs into account is not perceived as a necessary part of the exercise, rather than

simply because the resulting design would be more expensive. But see the Disability
Discrimination Act 1995.
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26 For example in Re P. [1989] 1 F.L.R. 182 sterilization was allowed through the wardship
jurisdiction in circumstances where the young woman had a mental age of six but there
was no evidence of current sexual activity and no clear evidence that she would be unable
to care for a child. The court did state as a justification for allowing the sterilization that

when the mother was no longer able to care for her, 'we do not really know where she
will end up'. Another example of the court indirectly taking account of the underfunding

of care for the mentally disabled can be found in Re F. [1990] 2 A.C. 1 [1989] 2 All E.R.

545 where all judges in the House of Lords accepted the need for sterilization to be
available to assist those responsible for the management of the mentally handicapped.
For discussion, see J. Shaw, 'Sterilisation of Mentally Handicapped People: Judges Rule

OK?' (1990) 53 Modern Law Rev. 91; A. Grubb and D. Pearl, 'Sterilisation and the
Courts' (1987) 46 Cambridge Law J. 439; D. Morgan, 'F. v. W. Berkshire H.A. [1989] 2
All E.R. 545 (H.L.)' (1990) 3 J. Social Welfare Law 204-11.
27 A clue to the potential racial, ethnic, class, and regional bias which could be included in
this concept of 'inferior quality births' can be found in the Minister of Health's report
on the draft law made to the NPC Standing Committee on 20 December 1993: 'Births

of inferior quality are especially serious among the old revolutionary base, ethnic
minorities, the frontier and economically poor areas.' BBC Summary of World
Broadcasts, 22 December 1993 (source: New China News Agency Domestic Service).
28 BBC Summary, id.: excerpt of report by Health Minister, presenting eugenics law to NPC

Standing Committee, from New China News Agency Domestic Service, Beijing, 20
December 1993. The full account of figures given by the Minister was as follows:
According to statistics, of the five categories of handicapped people in the country,

more than 10 million are disabled at birth, constituting 9.9 per 1,000 of the
population; among them, 4.17 million are children under 14. There are 10.17 million

mentally retarded patients nationwide, about 10 per 1,000 of the population; of
the children under 14, about 4 million have low IQs, accounting for 10.7 per 1,000
of the children of that age group. Each year about 300,000 to 460,000 children are
born disabled because of hereditary diseases (only those with visible defects), or
13 to 20 per 1,000 of new births. The perinatal mortality rate is 26.17 per 1,000;
of this, one-fifth of the deaths are caused by hereditary diseases.
Whilst these figures include both physically and mentally disabled, they do not necessarily

indicate any higher incidence of mental disorders than elsewhere in the world. For
example, in the United States of America, the figure given for mental retardation in the
general population is 3 per cent (about three times higher than the figure of ten per 1,000

given above for China) and this has been corroborated by a number of epidemiological
studies. It is much more difficult to compare figures attributing the source of mental
retardation because of the difficulties in attributing single causes to retardation. See H.
Grossman (ed.), Classification in Mental Retardation (1983) There are also other statistics

which have emerged from China which present a different picture of the level of
retardation in the general population. For example, in 1980-82 the Beijing and Shanghai

Institutes of Mental Health conducted a programme of epidemiological sampling of
mental disorders and screened 500 households in urban and rural areas. They concluded
that in urban areas there were 2.04 per 1,000 who were moderately or severely retarded,

whereas in rural areas the figure was 3.73 per 1,000. The Chinese Academy of Social
Sciences, Information China (1989).

29 Chen Minzhang has stated:
The cost of nursing, caring and providing medical treatment and other services for
the 400,000 births with hereditary handicaps each year is enormous. Because China

will experience its third population birth peak during the Eighth Five-Year Plan
period, births of a large number of people with mental retardation or hereditary
diseases will inevitably impose additional burdens on the state and bring misfortune
to tens of millions of families.' (BBC Summary, id.)
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30 See, for example, 'China Defends New Birth Law', Reuter Library Report, 29 December
1993; 'China - Human Rights: Beijing Waters Down Eugenics Law', Inter Press Service,
7 February 1994.
31 Inter Press Service, id.
32 This is defined in Article 38 as 'diagnostic tests on foetuses which are aimed at discovering
congenital defects and hereditary diseases.'

33 Article 7(3). In regard to the interpretation of Article 8, see ch. 3 of the Implementing
Measures to the Maternal and Infant Health Care Law, op. cit., n. 1.
34 Articles 9 and 10.

35 Prohibitions in the Marriage Law are discussed below.
36 Article 38, op. cit., n. 32.
37 id.

38 There appears to be a presumption in China that schizophrenia and manic-depression
are inheritable diseases, but see both Jones and Plomin, op. cit., n. 8, and E. Fuller Torrey

et al., Schizophrenia and Manic Depressive Disorder (1994).
39 This is discussed further below. See, also, M.R. Phillips, V. Pearson, and Ruiwen Wang
(eds.), 'Psychiatric Rehabilitation in China: Models for Change in a Changing Society'
(1994) 165 Brit. J. of Psychiatry (supp. 24).
40 Article 11 states that couples who object to the results of their pre-marital check-up may
apply for a 'medical technical certification' documenting their objection. Article 12 then
requires couples registering their marriage to produce a certificate of pre-marital checkup or medical technical certification. Under Article 25 and the Implementing Measures,

op. cit., n. 1, ch. 6, local people's government at county level and above shall set up
technical certification organizations 'to conduct medical technical certifications on any

disagreement regarding the results of pre-marital medical check-ups, diagnoses of
hereditary diseases, and prenatal diagnostic tests' and Article 26 requires that personnel
engaged in this certification exercise must have clinical experience and knowledge of
genetics.

41 Article 14, op. cit., n. 18.
42 This connection has been officially recognized in notice no. 31, PRC State Council Gazette
(1996). The aim of the family planning policy in China is to promote late marriage and
childbirth under the banner of 'fewer and better births.' In the early 1970s the policy

called for a two child per family maximum, and in 1979 the one-child policy was
introduced, offering economic incentives for those who complied. In the late 1980s
economic incentives were also offered to families with two daughters if they agreed not
to have a third child. In this same period family planning programmes were intensified

in many provinces to include increased 'education' and six-monthly gynaecological
examinations to improve detection of pregnancies to assist abortion programmes.
Sterilization campaigns call for one partner in families already having two children to
be sterilized and whilst there are no formal sex-elective abortion programmes, there is

evidence of under-reporting in births of girls, informal adoptions, and 'otherwise
concealed' female births as well as sex-selective abortions in practice. See S. Greenhalgh

et al., 'Restraining Population Growth in 3 Chinese Villages, 1988-1993' (1994) 20
Population and Development Rev. 365-95; J.S. Aird, Slaughter of the Innocents (1990).
43 See 'How China Handles Population and Family Planning: Interview with Peng Yu, ViceMinister of the State Family Planning Commission' Beijing Rev. 1 August 1994, 8.
44 Recent figures on population compiled by the State Family Planning Commission show
that from 1970 to 1993, birth rate has fallen from 33.43 per 1,000 to 18.09 per 1,000,
population growth has fallen from 25.83 per 1,000 to 11.45 per 1,000, and gross fertility
rate has fallen from 5.81 to 2.0 (id., p. 11). Greenhalgh, op. cit., n. 42, at p. 365 found
in the period 1987-1993 a 25 per cent fall in national fertility, from 2.46 to 1.9 births
per woman.

45 See D. Davis-Friedmann, 'Old Age Security and the One Child Campaign' in China's
One-Child Family Policy, eds. E. Croll et al. (1985).
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46 See Kyung-Sup Chang, 'The Confucian Family Instead of the Welfare State? Reform
and Peasant Welfare in Post Mao China' (1993) 17 Asian Perspective 169-200.
47 Family planning policy has to an extent recognized this in its economic incentives.
Greenhalgh, op. cit., n. 42.
48 The communal referral system for rural health care declined with decollectivization and
the burden of health care has been thrown on the family. At the same time, there has
been increased privatization of medical services rather than sufficiently increased state
medical facilities. For those in rural areas this has meant a reduction, if not negation,
of health services unless the family can afford to pay. Residents of urban areas have also

suffered as medical services have become dominated by insurance schemes requiring
contributions from workers. See G. Henderson, 'Increased Inequality in Health Care' in
Chinese Society on the Eve of Tiananmen: The Impact of Reform, eds. D. Davis and E.F.
Vogel (1990).
49 R. Lee and D. Morgan, 'Sterilization and Mental Handicap: Sapping the strength of the
State?' (1988) 15 J. of Law and Society 229.

50 The leading Canadian decision of Re Eve (1986) 31 DLR (4th) 1 (SCC) took the view
that the court could only exercise its parens patriae jurisdiction and consent to a
sterilization where the purpose of the sterilization was therapeutic, that is, in the
immediate health interests of the patient. The Law Reform Commission of Canada used
the following definition of therapeutic sterilization: 'any procedure carried out for the
purpose of ameliorating, remedying or lessening the effect of disease, illness, disability,
or disorder of the genito-urinary system.' (L.R.C.C., op. cit., n. 11, at p. 106). United
Kingdom and United States courts have generally not accepted the distinction between

therapeutic and non-therapeutic sterilizations as determinative but have allowed
sterilizations where the best interests test has been satisfied. On the jurisdictional problems

in the United Kingdom, see B.M. Hoggett, 'The Royal Prerogative in Relation to the
Mentally Disordered: Resurrection, Resuscitation or Rejection' in Medicine, Ethics and
the Law, ed. M. Freeman (1988) 85.
51 The United Kingdom courts have alluded to the 'right' to reproduce but have not used
rights as a principle for determining sterilization cases. See Re F. [1990] 2 A.C. 1; [1989]

2 All E.R. 545; Re B. (a minor) (wardship: sterilisation) [1987] 2 All E.R. 206. But see
the earlier decision in Re D. (a minor) (wardship: sterilisation) [1976] Fam. 185.

52 Morgan and Lee, op. cit., n. 23. See, also, Between L and GM, applicants and MM,
respondent and Director General of the Department of Family Services and Aboriginal and

Islander Affairs (Sarah) (1994) F.L.C. 92-44917 Fam. L.R. 357 (Australia) where this
is taken into account in determining an intellectually disabled patient's best interests.
This case is the only Australian case which has found sterilization not to be in a patient's
best interests.

53 There is no reason to assume that a 'mentally disabled' woman would feel the psychological
effects of an abortion or sterilization any less than a 'normal' woman: just as there is no
reason to assume that she would be effected negatively by pregnancy or childbirth. Re

Eve (1986) 31 D.L.R. (4th) 1 (S.C.C.) describes empirical research in Canada on the
negative psychological effects felt by sterilized intellectually disabled women.

54 See Department of Health and Community Services (N.T.) v. J. W.B. and S.M.B. (1992)
66 A.L.J.R. 300 (High Court of Australia), per Brennan J. The majority in this case
decided not to follow the House of Lords and found the best interests approach to be
inadequate in protecting intellectually disabled women from sterilization.
55 id.

56 This point is made by I. Kennedy in 'Patients, Doctors and Human Rights' in Human
Rights for the 1990s, eds. Blackburn and Taylor (1991) 90-1.

57 Re F. [1990] 2 A.C. 1; [1989] 2 All E.R. 545.
58 That is not to say that such guidelines would be necessarily sufficient to protect the
intellectually disabled: what they would do is encourage the court to articulate its
responses and reasons. See Institute of Law Research and Reform in Alberta, Canada,
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Competence and Human Reproduction (report no. 52, 1989). The Law Commission report
no. 231, Mental Incapacity (1995) does formulate criteria by which decisions should be
made for intellectually disabled persons to be given treatment.

59 Where a definition has been attempted judicially, such as in certain Canadian and
American cases (for example, Re Eve (1981) 115 D.L.R. (3d) 283 (P.E.I.S.C.); Re Grady
426 A 2d. 467 (US)) the factors referred to as being necessary to take into account have
included the wishes of the person to be sterilized; the type and duration of the disabling
condition; physical capacity to reproduce; likelihood of sexual activity; risks to physical
and mental health of pregnancy and childbirth as compared to the risks of sterilization;
likelihood of marriage; risk of disability in the child produced; ability to care for the
child; and others. The United Kingdom Official Solicitor has published a list of factors
relevant to deciding whether an incompetent person should be sterilized: Practice Note
[1993] 3 All E.R. 222. But this has no legal force (J. v. C. (1990) B.M.L.R. 100) and has
been treated as such in Scotland, see Re Marion McCubbin or Lawrence Court of Session:

Outer House (1996) Outer House Cases, 22 February 1996.

60 Re F. [1990] 2 A.C. 1; [1989] 2 All E.R. 545.
61 See Shaw and Morgan, both op. cit., n. 26.
62 A. Doak Barnett, China's Far West: Four Decades of Change (1993) 227-8.
63 These categorizations may or may not amount to the same thing, but the categorization
takes place, primarily by the medical profession (although in the United Kingdom it is
open to challenge through law) to distinguish a collection of people in society because
of their intellectual ability.
64 The phrase 'intellectually impaired' is not a literal translation of the Chinese text, but is

used throughout this paper to indicate the persons addressed by the provisions. The
Chinese text literally translated reads 'dull-witted idiots' which is not a term of art in
Chinese, nor does it convey any particular medically recognized condition. It could have
been translated as 'mentally retarded' but this seemed problematic in view of the Western
classifications of mental retardation and the medical use of that term.

65 American Cyanamid in 1978 adopted a policy whereby women who worked with lead
pigments which have been shown to be potentially harmful to a foetus would only be
allowed to continue their employment if they could prove their infertility (the sterilization

of their husband or evidence birth control was inadequate) or would submit to a
sterilization. The work was well-paid and the plant was in an area of high unemployment.

For discussion, see Trombley, op. cit., n. 6 at pp. 256-7.
66 For discussion, see L. Doyal and I. Pennell, The Political Economy of Health (1979); M.
Whitehead, Inequalities in Health (1982). One example in China, comes from recent
research which has indicated that in some of the more remote inland provinces a major
cause of learning disabilities is iodine deficiency disease, accounting for 80 per cent of
the 10.17 million suffering from learning disabilities. In its most severe form this disease
causes cretinism, but even in non-severe cases it can still cause a reduction in individual

IQ scores of 15-20 points. The effects of the disease are not reversible but it is not
inheritable and is completely preventable simply through the provision of iodized salt.
See Beijing Rev., 11 November 1993. The new Law on Maternal and Infant Health Care
specifically makes reference to iodine deficiency disease as one of the endemic diseases
about which 'mothers and infants' should be given advice (Article 14). This law recognizes
the extent of the problem when it states that the People's Government at all levels should
'vigorously prevent and control the high incidence of endemic diseases which are caused
by environmental factors and are seriously harmful to the health of mothers and infants'

(Article 28), but how far this policy becomes a reality will necessarily depend upon a
commitment in terms of resourcing.

67 See Davis and Vogel, op. cit., n. 48.
68 For example, mentally retarded children may be classified as 'biologically damaged' or
'psychosocially damaged' and whilst there is some overlap, the division between them is
25 per cent to 75 per cent. The 'biologically damaged' include those damaged by 'genetic
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and chromosomal disorders, infectious processes, toxins and chemical agents, nutrition
and errors of metabolism, gestational disorders, complications of pregnancy and delivery,

and gross brain disease, many of undetermined origin' and some accidents during
childhood. Grossman op. cit., n. 28. On this classification the Gansu Provisions would
appear to address far less than 25 per cent of the mentally retarded.
69 It is not clear from the provisions what types of exposure, if any, are prevalent in Gansu.
China's largest producer of wool carpets and a significant producer of pears and walnuts,

Gansu has a considerable amount of heavy industry, particularly metallurgical,
petroleum, chemical, power, machine-building, and coal industries, which could produce
potentially harmful levels of pollution. It is also a major producer of minerals including
gold, platinum, copper, nickel (it has China's largest sulphur nickel mine), antimony,
and lead. It may also be significant that uranium is processed in the capital, Lanzhou,
and asbestos is still worked here often by an open pit method. Hook, op. cit., n. 2.

70 Article 9 states that medical health units and 'other persons directly responsible for
violating these provisions and allowing intellectually impaired persons to reproduce' will
be punished administratively and fined. There is no provision which clarifies what the
punishment will be, how it will be assessed or by whom.

71 Many congenital disorders are not susceptible to diagnosis before birth even with
extensive screening. Many disorders are not traceable to any detectable cause and the
symptoms themselves may not appear until weeks or months after birth.
72 Article 8 requires departments of family planning, public health administration and civil
affairs at all levels of the People's Government, and medical health units to 'do a good

job' of 'social survey, pre-marriage examinations, hereditary information and local
disease prevention and treatment work' in order to prevent the 'intellectually impaired'
from giving birth. Beyond this there is no indication in the provisions as to what these
authorities will be equipped to do, particularly there is no indication as whether they will
be provided with extra resources, expertise or equipment to carry out the task.
73 Whilst there are no statistics showing the correlation between air pollution and retardation
in China, the World Bank has shown air pollution to be a major cause of ill health and
premature death especially in rural areas. World Development Report 1992: Development
and the Environment (1992) 52-3.

74 This argument is made most persuasively in the work of Ruth Hubbard, Professor of
Biology at Harvard University. See, for example, 'The Theory and Practice of Genetic
Reductionism-From Mendel's Laws to Genetic Engineering' in Towards a Liberatory
Biology, ed. S. Rose (1982), and R. Hubbard and M.S. Henifin, 'Genetic Screening of

Prospective Parents and of Workers: Some Scientific and Social Issues' (1985) 15
International J. of Health Services 231-51.

75 The ideological use of the neutrality of science has been explored in other areas, for
example, in feminist biology and the story of conception. See E. Martin, 'The Egg and
the Sperm: How Science Has Constructed a Romance Based on Stereotypical MaleFemale Roles' (1991) 16 Signs 485-501. On the complexities of genetics, see Plomin, op.
cit., n. 8.

76 See L.H. Roth, A. Meisel, and C.W. Lidz, 'Tests of Competency to Consent to Treatment'
(1977) 134 Am. J. Psychiatry 279, and J. Ryan and J. Thomas, The Politics of Mental
Handicap (1987). For a discussion of the failure of English law to recognize this, see
M.A. Jones and K. Keywood, 'Assessing the Patient's Competence to Consent to Medical
Treatment' (1996) 2 Medical Law International 107-47.
77 In assessing the value of an IQ score, it is necessary to take account of the test that was
used to evince the score. For example, in the United States, tests have been formulated
in an attempt to counter cultural bias in the standardized intelligence tests, which have
been said to test skills more likely to be learnt by urban middle class white children. Jane

Mercer constructed a test for simple behavioural tasks related to intelligence and found

that Blacks who had previously scored below 70 on IQ tests scored over 90. 'IQ: the
Lethal Label' (1972) Psychology Today 44-7. Tests have also been devised for rural
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children, Hispanics, Chicanos, and others. See P.R. Ehrlich and S.S. Feldman, The Race
Bomb (1977). The effect of the environment may also be significant for test results as
studies have shown that additional schooling or simply a different environment, for
example, where twins are separated at birth, affects performance. See R.L. Simons, 'The

meaning of the IQ-Delinquency Relationship' (1978) 43 Am. Sociological Rev. 268-70.
It would be interesting, therefore, to know what test will be used in Gansu for the purpose

of showing a score of 49 or below and what cultural bias, if any, it reveals.

78 For example, 'childhood and early adolescence' has been defined as the period of
development when an individual would usually learn to apply basic academic skills to

daily life and apply 'the appropriate reasoning and judgment in mastery of the
environment' and develop social skills by participating in group activities and
interpersonal relationships. See Grossman, op. cit., n. 28.
79 There is an extensive literature on the uses and abuses of intelligence testing and it is fair
to say that their use is neither uncontroversial or without complexities. See S.J. Gould,
The Mismeasure of Man (1977). As bias is largely towards white middle-class America,

intelligence testing has been used in the United States of America since the 1820s to
demonstrate the racial inferiority of the Irish, Eastern Europeans, Italians, Blacks,
Hispanics, and other racial and ethnic groups. See L.J. Kamin, 'The Politics of IQ' in
The Myth of Measurability, ed. P.L. Houts (1977) at 60.
80 As an example, the American Association of Mental Deficiency would place a person
who has an IQ of between 35-40 and 50-55 at the level of moderate retardation, but for
the individual to be classified as retarded it must also be shown that there have been

delays in the acquisition of skills and abilities that would be expected of a person of the
particular chronological age. So a child of twelve or fourteen with the abilities of a threeor four-year old would be classified as moderately retarded. See Grossman, op. cit., n.
28, at pp. 13 ff.
81 Vermont Statutes Annotated, T. 18, s. 7101 (14), and similar phrases appear in the Drewry
Report on the Review of the Mental Health Act 1983 in Alberta and the Uniform Law
Conference of Canada on the Uniform Mental Health Act 1987. Cited in Institute of

Law Research and Reform, Edmonton, Sterilization Decisions: Minors and Mentally
Incompetent Adults, Alberta Report for Discussion no. 6 (1988) at 22.
82 For example, see M. Foucault, History of Sexuality Volume 1 (1978) and Birth of the
Clinic (1975); E. Goffman, Asylums (1968); D. Ingleby, 'Mental Health and Social Order'

in Social Control and the State, eds. S. Cohen and A. Scull (1983) 141-88; A. Scull,
Decarceration: Community Treatment and the Deviant - A Radical View (1977); D.
Rothman, 'Social Control: The Uses and Abuses of the Concept of Incarceration' (1981)
67 Rice University Studies 9-20; M. Ignatieff, A Just Measure of Pain (1979).

83 See, also, Articles 9, 10 and 19, Maternal and Infant Health Care Law confirming this
approach (op. cit., n. 20). For discussion of the United Kingdom position, see M.J. Gunn,

'The Meaning of Incapacity' (1994) 2(1) Medical Law Rev. 8-29.
84 Article 4 states that the State Council Public Health Administration is responsible at a
national level for maternal and infant health care and gives guidance to administrations
at different levels in light of their local conditions; Article 13 specifically states that
provincial, autonomous regional and municipal people's governments should formulate
rules on the implementation of pre-marital check-ups in light of local conditions.
85 See M. Brazier, 'Sterilisation: Down the Slippery Slope' (1990) 6 Professional Negligence
25, 26.
86 The Law on Maternal and Infant Health Care does not specifically deal with those who
are already married and not yet pregnant but who have a 'serious hereditary disease' or
a 'relevant mental disorder'. They would, however, fall within the articles dealing with
pregnancy once the woman becomes pregnant, which would mean either prenatal
diagnostic testing of the foetus under Article 18 or, under Article 16, (both op. cit., n.
18), childbearing couples suspected of serious hereditary diseases may simply be offered
a 'medical opinion' and they 'should take appropriate measures based on the doctor's
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opinion'. Presumably this could include abortion or sterilization but could arguably also
require the written consent of the pregnant woman or her guardian under Article 19 (op.
cit., n. 20).

87 R. Rentoul, Proposed Sterilisation of Certain Mental and Physical Degenerates - An
Appeal to Asylum Managers and Others (1903). See Trombley, op. cit., n. 6, at pp. 17-22.
88 For example, see E. Croll, The Politics of Marriage in Contemporary China (1981); Chinese
Women Since Mao (1983) and From Heaven to Earth (1994); M.K. Whyte, 'Love Matches
and Arranged Marriages: A Chinese Replication' (1990) 52 J. of Marriage and the Family
709-22.

89 See M.R. Phillips, 'Strategies used by Families Coping with Schizophrenia' in Chinese
Families in the Post-Mao Era, eds. D. Davis and S. Harrell (1993) 277-306; V. Pearson
and M.R. Phillips, 'The Social Context of Psychiatric Rehabilitation in China' (1994)
165 Brit. J. of Psychiatry (suppl. 24) 11-18.

90 Information provided by V. Pearson.
91 M. R. Phillips and V. Pearson, 'Further Opportunities and Challenges for the Development of Psychiatric Rehabilitation in China'(1994) 165 Brit. J.of Psychiatry (suppl.
24) 128-42, at 132.
92 id.

93 This is not confined to Western or capitalist societies. For example, W. Miiller-Freienfels

in his article, 'Soviet Family Law and Comparative Chinese Developments' in Chinese
Family Law and Social Change, ed. D.C. Buxbaum (1978) 323-99, at 365 points out that
in what was the Soviet Union propaganda showed marriage as normal and the unmarried
as 'unnatural' or 'abnormal.' This propaganda showed unmarried individuals feeling
abnormal and being perceived as such by others, but also portrayed them as acting
contrary to the expectations of society.

94 In the mid-1970s the aim of normalization was taken up by the United Kingdom and
Europe following its inception in the United States of America with the work of
Wolfensberger justifying decarceration. This shifted the care of large numbers of mentally

incompetent people from institutions and to the family. See B. Nirje, 'Symposium on
Normalisation' (1970) Brit. J. of Mental Subnormality 62. R.A. McCormick, Health and

Medicine in the Catholic Tradition (1984) at 149 discusses the United Nations
International Year of Disabled Persons (1981): 'The principle of integration "opposes
the tendency to isolate, segregate, and neglect the disabled". It includes more positively
a commitment to make the disabled person "a subject in the fullest sense". The principle
of normalisation involves an effort to ensure the complete rehabilitation of the disabled
person by providing an environment as close as possible to the normal.'

95 In the 1960s in China, approaches to mental illness on an official level changed. Policies
talked about the improvement of the old psychiatric hospitals and a movement from an
essentially closed system, in which the mentally disordered were institutionalized, to a
more open approach. Community care was 'encouraged' with the aim of making the

family, production unit or residents' committee the usual care givers, leaving
institutionalization as a last resort. As a part of this, since the 1970s all major psychiatric

hospitals were supposed to send medical teams to urban and rural areas to instruct
primary health workers and to spread awareness of mental disorders, so that they can
be treated in the home. Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, op. cit., n. 28. This policy,
however, should not be confused with reality. There is evidence that the nature and extent

of mental health services, especially outside Shanghai, Beijing, and a few other major
urban centres, is patently inadequate, if not non-existent. See Phillips, Pearson, and
Wang, op. cit., n. 39. At least until 1982 there were no nationwide figures available on
the amount of mental illness in China, but statistics in Beijing indicated that for its
population of 7 million it has only 2,500 psychiatric beds available. F.M. Kaplan (ed.)
Encyclopedia of China Today (1982) According to Information China by 1985 there were
60,000 psychiatric beds nationwide. Some more recent estimates show the ratio of

psychiatric beds to population at around 1.1 bed for every 10,000 persons. The
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government has pointed out that 80 per cent of the mentally ill cannot receive treatment

and 95 per cent cannot be admitted to hospital. The burden of care does in the vast
majority of cases fall on the family, there is little if any institutional or professional
support, privatization of medical services has escalated fees and, coupled with economic
and administrative decentralization, has made community-based mental health services
a long way from being a reality. Pearson and Phillips, op. cit., n. 89, at p.14.

96 Inter Press Service, op. cit., n. 30.
97 Article 5(c).
98 Article 5.
99 Article 6.

100 G. Ren, A General Survey of Marriage Law (1988) as cited in Pearson, op.. cit., n. 3, at
p. 419. It is also clear, however, that the Maternal and Infant Health Care Law envisages
circumstances in which those with mental disorders fall outside of the prohibitions to
marriage, op. cit., n. 34. It also specifically includes schizophrenia in its definition of a
relevant mental disorder, op. cit., n. 36, but unlike the Marriage Law 1980 only requires
postponement of marriage if it is in its pathogenic stage, op. cit., n. 34.
101 See M.J. Meijer, Marriage Law and Policy in the People's Republic of China (1971).
102 See, for example, M.J. Meijer, 'Marriage Law and Policy in the People's Republic of China'
in Chinese Family Law and Social Change, ed. D.C. Buxbaum (1978) 436-83. He states,
at 476, 'The family is seen as an institution which bears the duty of relieving the state of
the task of rearing the young and supporting the old.' MUller-Freienfels, op. cit., n. 93, at
p. 366: 'Quite generally, it may be noted that the prospective marriage partner should have
the right ideological attitude and an adequate performance capacity for production.'

103 See Miiller-Freienfels, id., at p. 371.
104 See Meijer, op. cit., n. 101; K. A. Johnson, Women, the Family and Peasant Revolution
in China (1983); D. Davis and S. Harrell (eds.), Chinese Families in the Post Mao Era
(1993).

105 For example, M.R. Phillips and V. Pearson, 'Editors' Introduction to Section IV:
Rehabilitation Interventions in Rural Communities' (1994) 165 Brit. J. of Psychiatry
(suppl. 24) 103-6 point out, at 105, that out of a large sample of 'acutely hospitalised
patients' suffering from schizophrenia studied by Phillips in 1993, 50.4 per cent were
married and 41.2 per cent had borne children despite apparent official restrictions.
106 See M.R. Phillips, 'Strategies used by Chinese Families Coping with Schizophrenia' in
Davis and Harrell, op. cit., n. 104, at pp. 277-306.
107 For example, in 1952 the Supreme People's Court gave a direction on interpreting the
1950 Marriage Law and the availability of divorce on the ground of idiocy of one of the
parties. The Court agreed with the decision of the lower court of North Sichuan which
said that Article 5 paragraphs 2 and 3, op. cit., n. 98 'showed that every person who
cannot engage in sexual activity or who has a transmittable or hereditary illness should
be prohibited from marrying because not being able to have sexual relations in substance

means marriage has lost its meaning and moreover is a serious obstacle to the duty of
mutual support between husband and wife. As for having a transmittable or inheritable
disease, if they are allowed to marry not only is this bad for each of the marrying parties
because one may infect the other but also it is harmful to the health of the children and
the whole people. Therefore our Court is of the opinion that where somebody who is
already married gets one of the above diseases and cannot be healed in a short time and
the other party asks for a divorce, it should be granted' (emphasis added).
108 See, for example, Johnson, op. cit, n. 104, especially chs. 10 and 15, who argues that the

marriage and family reforms of the 1950s, the Cultural Revolution, and the antiConfucian campaign of the 1970s failed to significantly diminish the significance of
traditional family and kinship practices in China. She goes further to suggest (at p. 216)
that this is not simply the product of neglect but that: 'In many ways government policies

have directly and indirectly supported the living dynamic of traditional values, behaviour
and family structure'.
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109 That is not to say, however, that those with mental disabilities would not wish to marry
even if to do so required a sterilization. The fact of being married is a fundamental route
to status: see Dongxi Jin and Guishu Li (trans. M.R. Phillips), 'The Role of Human Rights
and Personal Dignity in the Rehabilitation of Chronic Psychiatric Patients' (1994) 165 Brit.

J. of Psychiatry (suppl. 24), 121-7 where they refer to fourteen patients who voluntarily
underwent sterilization in order to marry and live in apartments at their hospital.

110 See Kyung-Sup Chang, op. cit., n. 46, at p.198.
111 Article 8, Marriage Law 1950.
112 There are, for example, instances of early United States eugenic legislation prohibiting
the marriage of persons who were mentally deficient or suffering from an inheritable

disease, such as a 1905 Act in Indiana. In Britain, a similar Private Members Bill was

introduced in 1917 and defeated (Trombley, op. cit., n. 6). More recently, the
'normalization' of mental health patients in Britain has created a 'dilemma' inside and
outside institutions, because of the move to reconceptualize their sexuality so as to permit
sexual freedom, without any parallel provision of facilities to cope with the care of their

offspring. Sterilization of mental health patients is a possible response to this and would
effectively prevent their real 'normalization' within the community. This issue is touched

on in the above discussion on the ways in which the 'best interests' of the patient have
been interpreted.
113 This is not limited to local and national government policies or to official circles generally.

The China Disabled Persons' Federation, a group who have advocated rights of the
disabled, have apparently been involved in pressurizing the government to adopt laws
restricting marriage and childbirth by persons with inheritable conditions. 'Disability
Group Urges Birth Laws' China Daily, 28 March 1989. The preoccupation with biological
explanations for mental disorders amongst psychiatrists in China has also promoted an
essentially biological response.

114 'Registration of Marriage, Divorce and Restoration of Marriage' (1964) 1 Chinese
Sociology and Anthropology 19-38 (in Chinese).

115 See Pearson, op. cit., n. 3, at p. 420.
116 This is not surprising in view of the small numbers of retarded people who are likely to

be institutionalized. For example, in 1982 in Gansu there was only one psychiatric
hospital and it had 217 beds: see C.M. Clarke (ed.), China's Provinces: An Organizational
and Statistical Guide (1982).
117 Article 10, op. cit., n. 34.
118 These are in addition to the issues mentioned above in determining the 'best interests' of
the person to be sterilized. See M.J. Gunn, Sex and the Law: A Brief Guide for Staff
Working with People with Learning Difficulties (1996, 4th ed.). For a judicial discussion
of how these factors can be assessed see the case of Sarah, op. cit., n. 52.
119 The provisions do not define sterilization but the term generally includes vasectomy of
males and tubal ligation (obstructing the passage of sperm), full or partial hysterectomy
(removal of the uterus) and oophorectomy (removal of the ovaries) in females. B.P. Sachs
et. al., Reproductive Health Care for Women and Babies (1995).Technically all procedures
are considered irreversible but see Re M. (a minor) (wardship: sterilisation) [1988] 2
F.L.R. 497; Re P. (a minor) (wardship: sterilisation) [1989] 1 F.L.R. 182. It is the case
that reversal of tubal ligation is more complex and less likely to succeed than the ligation
itself, see Brazier, op. cit., n. 85. China has pioneered a form of vas occlusion which
removes the need for incision and is said to be reversible, see P.F.A. Van Look et. al.,
Contraceptive Research and Development 1984 to 1994 (1994). A tubal blocking device
will soon be released which is said to have the same benefits for women (Sunday Times,
24 March 1996).
120 Tubal ligation can be performed in a number of different ways, the most advanced of
which only entails laprascopic surgery. It is unlikely that this method is much used in

China and, consequently, tubal ligations still involve significant surgery, general
anaesthesia, and carry all of the attendant risks.
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121 For example, of the reported cases on sterilization of the mentally incompetent in the
United States of America, the United Kingdom, and Canada, a tiny minority concern
adult males.

122 See, for example, S.W. Mosher, Broken Earth: the Rural Chinese (1983), at p. 239, where
he explains that vasectomies were relatively rare amongst the 170 million birth control
operations carried out in China between 1971 and 1978. In one Guangdong commune

of 60,000 people, 743 operations were performed in 1980: 496 abortions and 247
sterilizations, only sixteen of which were performed on males. This view however is not

universally held. For example, E. Croll, Chinese Women Since Mao (1983) points out,
at p. 93, that there are more male sterilizations in rural areas than in cities and that the
rates 'vary tremendously' across China. She cites Sichuan as having the highest rate of
vasectomies; in one commune, 34 per cent of couples had vasectomies, as compared to
9.5 per cent tubal ligations. A more recent study shows that between September 1982

and December 1983 21 million people were contraceptively sterilized in China: 16.4
million women and 4.2 million men ( J. Banister, China's Changing Population (1987)).
Some provinces in China do have significantly more vasectomies performed than tubal
ligations, see Van Look, op. cit., n.119.
123 It may be that this is simply a problem with the official F.B.I.S. English translation of
the law, or an attempt to avoid the more inflammatory word 'sterilization' but the term
'ligation' does appear repeatedly in the text. See, for example, Articles 10, 19, 32, and
33.

124 It has also been suggested that the vasectomy procedure was pioneered in the United
States of America expressly to reduce opposition to eugenic sterilization. Unlike
castration it was quick, lacked complications, and left sexual powers intact; unlike
institutionalization, it was cheap. See Trombley, op. cit., n. 6, at p. 50.

125 See Mosher, op. cit., n. 122, at p. 239.

126 See 'China Defends New Birth Law', op. cit., n. 30; 'China Denies Plan for Forced
Abortions' Los Angeles Times, 30 December 1993, 6.
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